Practicing Sign Language
Special Education

Objective

Standards

Materials




The teacher will display multiple pictures
Teacher can choose different photos from
the labeled portfolios in the 72Photos
website
 Students can view the images on the big
screen
 Students will practice their signing of the
pictures that they view on the projection
screen
 The Indiana Standard for Academic
Development is that the student will have
a knowledge of sign language and develop
the skills to sign
 Students will have a basic understanding
on sign language and their ability to sign
 The students will be able to recognize the
pictures and practice their signs
 Big projection screen to display the
pictures on
 The teacher has to have a 72Photos
account to create the portfolios for the
different picture lesson plans
 Computer that hooks up to the projection
screen so that images will be displayed

Procedure






Evaluation






First, the teacher will log into their
72Photos account
Next, they will open up one of their labeled
lesson portfolios with the organized photos
that go along with the portfolio lesson
Once the lesson portfolio is chosen, the
images will be displayed on the projection
screen from the computer
Finally, the students will use their sign
language and sign the different pictures
displayed on the projection screen while
gaining an understanding and ability to
recognize the images so they will be able
to sign them in the future
Each week, we will start off with a theme
for that week and within the portfolios off
the 72Photos website will have pictures
that correspond to the theme
We will have reviews throughout the week
At the end of the week, there will be a mini
quiz on the theme pictures that we learned
to sign and will be displayed on the
projection screen

Adapted from:



http://www.lifeprint.com/asl101/fingerspelling/fingerspelling.htm

http://discovertechnology.com/American-Sign-Language/ColorScreensaver.gif

 http://www.abcteach.com/free/f/fingerspell_b_bw.jpg
 http://www.teach-nology.com/worksheets/misc/sign/letters/c.gif
http://www.indianastandardsresources.org/standardSummary.asp?Subject=gui&Grade

